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Abstract

The tropics host about 80% of the planet’s terrestrial species and over 95% of its corals. A well-known tropical forest ecosystem to provide significant global regulating services has declined at a rate of 5.5 M ha per year from 1990-2015, while another region noted an increase per year. There is evidence that tropical region ecosystem services and disservices are the least studied in the world. This study quantified peer-review papers in the tropics, then explored the neglected ecosystem type, service category, assessment mode, applied techniques and choice dependence between ecosystem type, service category, assessment mode and applied techniques. The Google Scholar and Web of Science database were used to collect all ES & ED studies available online from 1960 to December 2017. This review covered 102 countries with 578 articles. The study showed dramatic articles increase in the last three years as more than 50% of articles were published after the year of 2014. The top countries in high articles were Mexico (n = 53), India (n = 43), and Brazil (n = 35). The ES & ED assessment tools/techniques are barely applied in tropics as only social based techniques such as interviews and questionnaire take over 45%, while biophysical tools like remote sensing and GIS appeared only in 20%, InVEST only in 3% while the rest tools are less than 1% even none such as ARIES model. Urban and marine ecosystem types, disservices category and trade-off assessment mode were the least studied. The review concluded that policy analysis ES & ED studies do not reflect the trade-offs and synergy analysis between different services which hinder the develop-
ment of pragmatic policy and decisions toward ES sustainable management in the tropics. The rampant urbanization in the tropics is subjected to destroy existing ES. Thus, this review highly suggested a high concern of urbanization ecosystem. This study also calls for great academic research to give attention to the tropical rainforest region as most African countries to host such forest have not even a single article on ES & ED.
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1. Introduction

The world is divided into different regions based not only on the economic development index or continental boundary, but based on climatic patterns, which influence the earth ecosystem distribution patterns. With the climatic segregation in view, the tropics provide ecosystem services in enormous quantities and qualities. For instance, as the most diverse region of the earth, the tropics host about 80% of the planet’s terrestrial species and over 95% of corals and mangroves [1] [2]. Moreover, the tropical rainforest sequesters carbon and has been considered as the lung of the world [3].

Regardless of its benefits to the wellbeing of the entire planet, an estimated 35% of its hosted species are threatened; at least 35% of mangrove forest area was lost worldwide during the 1980s and 1990s alone; about 47% of its coral reef is at high risk. The primary forest is being lost at 0.5% (>4 million hectares) per annum and the tropical forest area declined at a rate of 5.5 M ha per year from 1990 to 2015 [1] [2] [4] [5] [6].

The social, demographic and economic facts are keys influencing the environmental degradation; the tropical regions are developing countries dominated except for Australia and Singapore [7]. Around 40% of the world’s population lives in the tropics [1]. At current rates of population growth, by 2050 more than half of the world’s people will live in tropical regions with the most significant population growth in Africa [1].

Over the past 30 years, economic growth in the tropics has outperformed the rest of the world by almost 20% which resulted in high natural resources use and overexploitation. Despite this ecosystem degradation in the tropics, there is a restoration or ecosystem recovery in some regions as from 1990 to 2015, the temperate forest area expanded at a rate of 2.2 M ha per year, forest area has also expanded in Europe, North America, but declined in Central America, South America, South and Southeast Asia and all three sub-regions of Africa [6].

Despite these facts about the tropics, there is evidence that tropical region ecosystem services and disservices are the least studied in the world. For instance, almost 60% of all ES & ED were taken in Europe and North America [8].

Therefore, the overall objectives of this review are 1) to analyse trend of
ES&ED studies and its geographic distribution in the tropics; 2) to analyse ES &ED studies based on ecosystem type, services category, mode of assessment, and applied tool/techniques 3) to analyse the choice dependence for selecting mode of assessment, service category or choose of techniques in the study.

This review aimed at contributing to the scientific understanding of ecosystem services in the tropics then identifying the neglected ES & ED category, ecosystem type, alienated sub-region, country for paving a new way for further studies.

2. Material and Methods

Geographically, the study encompassed the tropical regions hereafter known as tropics. It lies between at 23.5 degrees north of the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn at 23.5 degrees south of the equator. Based on the defined latitude ranges, some countries were straddling to tropical regions. In case of straddling, a country with less than a quarter of total country size inside the defined boundaries was deliberately taken out such as China, Qatar, and others.

A broad literature review of peer review papers (known as articles in this review) and non-peer-review papers (e.g. academic theses, organization technical reports, working papers, conference proceedings, books, and book sections) available online from 1960 until 2017 were consulted to describe the state of ES &ED in tropics, then only the peer review papers (articles) were further analyzed. Only studies published in English or French were considered.

Since the term “ecosystem services” has evolved and used differently by different authors, the online terms and Boolean operators were carefully selected. For instance, the ecosystem services concept emerged in the 1970s as “environmental services” by Wilson and Matthews in 1970 and was re-named “ecosystem services” in the mid-1980s [9], Schumacher in 1973 used the concept of natural capital and shortly after several authors started referring to “ecosystem (or ecological, or environmental, or nature’s) services” [10]. The term Natural Capital (NC), which was developed by a group of environmental economists and ecological economists such as Robert Costanza and Rudolf de Groot was also considered [11] [12]. In summary, the following terms or key word of ES&ED available only in paper title and in keywords with Boolean operators were used as themes in Google Scholar and Web of Science search engine database to identify studies suitable for inclusion. 1) ecosystem AND service(s), OR disservice(s); 2) environmental service(s); 3) payment AND ES or ED; 4) Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES), 5) natural AND capital; 6) ecological AND service(s) or disservice(s); 7) Ecosystem AND function(s); 8) service(s) AND écosystémique(s); 9) PSE (Payement pour les services écosystémique(s)); 10) service(s) AND écologique(s); 11) service(s) AND environnementale(s) OR environnementaux; 12) Resource(s) AND naturelle(s); 13) Capital AND Naturel(s). These search terms and Boolean operators were followed by the name of each country and country nationality in English or French such as Kenya and Kenyan, Kényan(e). Africa, Asia, Latin America, South America, and Caribbean terms were added as coun-
tries to include studies carried at regional scales.

All paper resulted in search were imported into Mendeley (Mendeley Ltd.; https://www.mendeley.com/) for paper title, authors, year of publication and paper type accuracy assessment and for further reference purpose. Duplicated papers were removed, and then the final checked list was transferred into Microsoft Excel for descriptive analysis. Lastly, review paper such as country review of ecosystem services, sub-region ecosystem review [13] [14] was excluded from analysis. The articles were organised in table with their title, publication year, assessed ecosystem category, mode of assessment, applied techniques, numbers of assessed services and disservices, assessed services and disservices names. The voyant tool (https://voyant-tools.org/), an open-source, web-based application for performing text analysis which supports scholarly reading and interpretation of texts or corpus was then applied to investigate the frequencies services and disservices such as erosion control, climate regulations, carbon sequestration, pollination, recreation, crop-raiding, allergic pollen, disease vectors, decreased aesthetics, fear of crime, safety hazards, and others) [15] [16] [17].

Ecosystem services and disservices are assessed by using many tools/techniques [18] [19] [20]. In most cases, methods are different from tool or technique used to gather and analyze data. For example biophysical modeling method uses remote sensing or GIS as tools to analyse satellites images; socio-cultural methods mostly involves stakeholder (interview and questionnaires) techniques to gather data; monetary valuation method uses contingent valuation technique [20] [21]. Many articles did not clearly describe its method such as in [22] [23] but, most of them showed either used techniques to collect data or applied tools to analyze data. Therefore, the present study assessed tools and techniques than methods.

Further, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to explore if there is any dependence between choice of tool/techniques (interview & questionnaire, remote sensing, and GIS, contingent valuation, integrated valuation of ecosystem services and trade-offs (InVEST) and others), and mode of assessment such as (quantification, qualification, valuation and others) or choice of target ecosystem service category (such as provisional, regulating and others).

3. Results
3.1. Geographical Distribution, Trends of ES Studies

The study covered 50 countries from Africa, six from Australia and Pacific Islands, 29 from Central, Latin America and the Caribbean (C.L.A.C), and 17 from Asia (Figure 1). Table 1 provides the results of the articles and non-peer-reviewed paper resulted from Mendeley referencing software and categorised into study regions. Overall, 1061 papers were recorded, which included 578 articles, 128 conference proceedings, 151 academic theses (Master's or Ph.D. programs), 104 working papers, 62 reports, and 38 books and book sections. The average article publication per country was 5.8. Most of papers (n = 387, 36%) were recorded in Africa whereas the least was inter-continental scale 11 paper representing 1% of
total papers. The majority of the articles ($n = 218$, 38%) were published in C.L.A.C compared to Africa ($n = 188$, 32%) (Table 1).

All reviewed papers were in English except five papers conducted in Senegal, Burkina Faso, Kenya [24]-[28].

Regarding country specificity, Mexico had the highest number of articles ($n = 53$, 24% of C.L.A.C) followed by India ($43$, 31% of Asia), Brazil ($35$, 16% of C.L.A.C). Approximately, 45% of all assessed countries are still categorised as none article publication, for example, Algeria, Niger, Saudi Arabia, Cuba and Somalia and others (Figure 1).

With regard to publication age, there were three oldest papers published in 2000 from Brazil, Mexico and El Salvador [29] [30] [31]. The trend analysis showed that the majority of articles were published in the recent three years, from 2015 to 2017, which represents half of articles (Figure 2).

Apart from articles, the oldest publication was a working paper published in 1992 [32] while the oldest thesis was in 2002 [33] and more than 80% of non-peer review papers were published after 2009 (Figure 3).

### 3.2. Studies Based on Ecosystem Types

All articles were categorized into seven ecosystem types namely agro-ecosystems (AE), forest ecosystems (FE), wetland ecosystems (WE), urban ecosystems (UE), marine ecosystems (MrE), mixed ecosystem (ME) and non-described ecosystems (NDE).
About 33% \((n = 188)\) of articles reported agroecosystem among them 115 uniquely studied AE such as coffee cultivation in Latin America \([34]\) while 73 were a mixture of ecosystem type such as AE and FE such as in ecosystem services of native trees: experiences from two traditional agroforestry systems in Karnataka, Southern India \([35]\). Here are some examples of articles combined AE and other ecosystem types like in mountain ecosystem assessment based on ecosystem services and human activities combined AE&WE \([36]\), AE&UE in environment diversity and ecosystem services in Amazonian home-gardens of Ecuador \([37]\). Among all AE studies, only one covered AE & MrE when studying spatial and temporal dynamics of multidimensional well-being, livelihoods, and ecosystem services in coastal Bangladesh \([38]\) (Figure 4).

Forest ecosystem related articles were 25% \((n = 144)\) of total articles in which only 95 solely explored FE. The wetland ecosystem related studies were 16% \((n = 96)\) of articles and only 56 studies were uniquely WE. The mixed ecosystem (ME) in which the study covered more than two ecosystem types were 14%. The 16 % of the studies did not describe their ecosystem type and were considered as non-described ecosystem (NDE) such as understanding the governance of the payment for environmental services program in Costa Rica \([39]\). Urban ecosystem
(UE) related studies were 41 articles almost 7% of the total articles.

The present study found 11 articles on UE in C.L.A.C such in Brazil, Chile, Ecuador [37] [40] [41]. The least concerned was marine ecosystem (MrE) with 29 articles or 5% of articles. Detected MrE studies in this paper is the pioneer of coastal and marine ecosystem services in the tropics as the recent review studies showed that none marine ecosystem studies were conducted in neither Africa nor C.L.A.C [42]. These MrE studies presently are in Africa [43] [44] [45], Mauritania and Martinique [46] [47] but more than a half of MrE studies were published in South America and Mexico.

3.3. Studies Distribution Based on Ecosystem Service Categories

Ecosystem services were categorised differently by diverse framework which include the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES), the Millennium Assessment Framework (MA), The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB), Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) [48] [49] [50] [51] [52]. This study used the MA ecosystem services categories [49] plus ecosystem disservices category firstly introduced by Lyytimäki et al. [53].

The total of 106 articles (18% of all articles) studied the combination of provisioning, regulation, supporting and cultural services.

Two hundred and thirty two articles representing 40% of all articles did not describe ecosystem service category targeted in their study (G) such as ecosystem services to enhance coastal resilience in Mexico; the gap between the perceptions of decision-makers and academics; Payment of environmental services in Costa Rica; evaluating impact and possibilities; the impact of payments for environmental services on communal lands; an analysis of the factors driving household land-use behavior in Ecuador; How to finance biodiversity conservation policies in a developing country through ecosystem Services, case of Mozambique [54] [55] [56] [57] (Figure 5).

Provisional services were the most discussed service with level of 48% (n = 279 over 578), regulating services in 41% (238), supporting in 28% (164), cultural...
services in 27% (156), and disservices only appeared in 1% (6) (Figure 6).

The voyant text analysis tool (http://voyant-tools.org) provided a schematic view of the 239 different services were studied (Figure 5). The ten most expressed services were food provision assessed in 101 articles, erosion control (64), biodiversity (62), recreational (58), climate regulation (51), firewood (48), carbon sequestration, medicine provision, water supply, habitat and medicine in 44 articles. The least studied services include regulating human disease only mentioned in the study of Mhango et al. [58], cyclone protection service in Madagascar only Zaehringer et al. [59]. The number of articles with disservices concern has increased in the tropics as in published 578 articles, disservice(s) word appeared in 34 articles with 317 instances.

In the first six papers in which most disservices instances were found, four papers were from Africa and one from India and Brazil. Three articles were distributed across Ethiopia like desegregated ecosystem services and disservices in the cultural landscapes; balancing ecosystem services and disservices; long-term changes in soil-based ecological services [60] [61] [62]; local knowledge regarding ecosystem services and disservices from invasive alien plants in the arid Kalahari, South Africa, that captures all ecosystem categories and disservices [63]; In Brazil, Sánchez et al. (2017) valued Alternative biodiesel feedstock systems in the Semi-arid region of Brazil: Implications for ecosystem services. The last was in India valuing forest ecosystem services and disservices [64].

3.4. The Assessment Mode for Ecosystem Services and Disservices

The study identified six modes of assessment, which included mapping (M), quantification (Q), qualification (Ql), economic valuation (EV), policy analysis (PA) and trade-offs (ToF). Policy analysis was the most applied mode as it appeared in 44% of all articles ($n = 256$) followed by quantification 31% ($n = 181$) and the least applied mode was trade-offs analysis with 12% ($n = 67$). More than a half articles used single mode 60% ($n = 345$) in which policy analysis as uniquely applied in whole article was the leading with 58% then qualification with 30% of 345 articles such as in [65] [66] [67]. The rest modes were almost mixed with other as only nine articles uniquely used mapping and none article used.
3.5. Ecosystem Services and Disservices Assessment Tool and Techniques

The present study identified more than ten tool/techniques aggregated into Interview & Questionnaire (IQ), Review, Remote sensing and GIS (RS & GIS), Contingent Valuation (CV) Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Trade-offs (InVEST), field survey, Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT), Choice Experiment (CE), Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) and Non-monetary Valuation Scheme (NMVS). The Interview & Questionnaire (IQ) technique was the most applied with 44% \((n = 262)\) articles. The field survey technique involves sampling techniques such as transect, biomass quantifying using field measurement, laboratory analysis, such as soil was in the second position with 29% \((n = 167)\) of all articles \([70] [71] [72]\). The reviewing technique used the historical data (secondary data) then combine with current data to complete intended uniquely trade-offs (Figure 8).

Articles with a combined mode of assessment were 40% \((n = 233)\) with 49 combinations in which the most represented combination was quantification and qualification \((n = 23)\) while the 29 combinations were represented by less than two articles. For example only one article represented the combined of EV, Q, Ql, and ToF \([68]\), EV, M, PA and ToF \([69]\) (Figure 9).

![Figure 6. ES & ED studies distribution based on services categories.](image1)

![Figure 7. The most targeted services in all ES and ED categories.](image2)
Figure 8. Mode of assessment: Ecosystem services and disservices.

Figure 9. Combined mode of assessment: Ecosystem services and disservices.

study appeared in 27% (n = 158) such as in [73] [74] [75]. Remote sensing and GIS were applied in almost 20% (n = 116), Contingent Valuation (CV) appeared in 12% (n = 69), InVEST model 3% (n = 17) while each of CE, SWAT and NMVS and others were represented 1% or less than that of the total articles.

3.6. Choice Dependence between Ecosystem Type, Service Category, Assessment Mode and Applied Techniques

The present review showed over 70% of 256 articles of policy analysis assessment mode did not describe the ecosystem services categories while other modes such as quantification, trade-offs analysis modes addressed carefully the service category on focus. For instance, 61% of articles with quantification as mode of assessment addressed provisional services. The trade-offs analysis mode was the least applied mode and has focused mostly on provisional services at 69% of its articles.

The distribution of articles based on applied tools/techniques, 262 articles applied Interview and Questionnaire. Some articles used I&Q in more than one mode of assessment as 135 articles were PA, 137 qualifications, 58 quantification, 56 mapping, 61 economic valuation and 44 Trade-offs (Figure 10).
Figure 10. Dependence distribution between tools/techniques and assessment mode for ES & ED.

The Welch robust test of one-way ANOVA at a confidence interval of 95% showed that the choice of techniques does not depend on mode of assessment with p-value of 0.379. Also, the same test showed none dependence between ecosystem type and selection of services categories with p-value = 0.451. Contrarily, the assessment mode was significantly associated to the ecosystem service type (p-value = 0.001) with post-hoc analysis which showed that this significance was due to disservices category.

4. Discussions

4.1. ES & ED Studies Distribution

The first kind of ES study in the tropic region dates back in 1992 and was not explicitly focusing on ecosystem service where report used natural capital concept than ecosystem services [32]. Only three articles in the tropics were published before the launch of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in 2005, including countries such as Mexico, Brazil and El-Salvador [29] [30] [49] [31]. This reaffirms the impacts of the MEA on ecosystem service awareness and their studies. The article on ecosystem services was first recorded in C.L.A.C in 2000, Asia 2008, Australia in 2005, Africa in 2007 and Asia in 2008. Until 2017, the whole tropical countries were not yet covered by ecosystem service studies as half of African countries, 10 to 29 C.L.A.C countries and 5 to17 in Asia have not yet any article. This study acknowledges the cumulative impact of the contribution of MA, TEEB and IPBES framework [49] [50] [52].

Additionally, a good number of African countries moved from none article list and get at least one article such as Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Zimbabwe and others while Kenya has taken over South Africa as the first countries in Africa with high articles when compared to a review of 2014 [14].

DOI: 10.4236/oje.2019.94008
The geographical disparities in ES and ED studies may be attributable to the environmental awareness propounded by Rachel Carson in the 1960s throughout the American regions before reaching furthest geographic locations [76]. Mexico witnessed the emergence of an environmental movement which grew in size and strength and that, by the mid-1990s, had gained national visibility. More importantly, during a series of environmental reforms implemented during the 1990s, Mexican environmentalists were successful in influencing national environmental policy and achieved a series of significant policy triumphs [78]. The environmental movement is also the primary cause of environmental literacy and environmental policy development which results in high research output on the matter of environmental related studies. This is typical for the first two top ranked African countries tropics Kenya (4th) and South Africa (5th). These two first African countries experienced a pronounced environmental movement than other African countries such as the Green Belt environmental movement started in 1977 in Kenya [79] [80] [81]. The environmental literacy factor of ES & ED publication is an evidence as other reviewing studies found that more ES & ED studies are more available in Europe and North America where environmental literacy is high [8] [82] [83] [84].

The countries with no ES & ED article were concentrated in central Africa region (Burundi, Chad, Central Africa Republic) despite hosting the most substantial part of tropical rainforest in Africa [85]. On this no article lists are the North African countries (e.g. Algeria, Niger, Libya) and all West Africa except Ghana and Nigeria, who are French speakers which correlate to this study results in which only five articles were published in French. Thus, a critical gap of ecosystem services related studies is suspected in African French-speaking countries than English speaking countries. English as a requirement for publication limit the contributions from countries where English is not an academic language of instruction as English is also the most dominant academic language worldwide [86]. All reviewed articles were in English exceptive conducted in West Africa (Senegal and Burkina Faso) and one from Kenya with the author from France [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and were published in three journals “[VertigO] La revue électroniqueen sciences de l’environnement; International Journal of Biological and Chemical Sciences, L’Espacegéographique”. African countries with a high number of articles are English speaking countries such as Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Nigeria. Thus, English seems to be a publication hindrance as most of the ecosystem-related studies are published in English. The Asiatic sub-tropical region is ranked the best region to have an even distribution of publications as more countries were more than five publications, and only Lao was the only mainland country with none article. This sub-region, English is the first foreign language a long time ago such as Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, and Brunei or second language. Recently English become also the first foreign language in Cambodia, Thailand, and Vietnam, which have boosted their international integration and academic writing in English [87].
4.2. Ecosystem Type, Services, Disservices and Trade-Offs in Tropical Regions

The study remarked the lack of interest in urban ecosystem while previous studies have stated that urbanization can easily lead to ecosystem trade-off and exacerbate degradation and disrupt connectivity of interconnected ecosystem providing unit [88] [89] [90] [91]. This low number of UE in tropical region reflects the result of Haase et al. [83] when reviewing global urban ecosystem as their study stated that most of the studies were in developed countries (Europe and North America) and China. This study showed a slight increase of UE articles as in Africa as only South Africa was the only one country with urban ecosystem service article, but now Tanzania, Nigeria, and Ethiopia have at least one [92] [93] [94]. In this review, two cases typically analysed the conversion land-type to urban land in the aspect of trade-offs such as agricultural land to urban in Santiago-Valparaíso Chile and economic value decline due to urbanisation in Chiang Rai Province, Thailand [41] [95]. Urbanisation and ecosystem services trade-off analysis is still uncovered in the tropics which implies that land conversion to urban is being conducted without ES trade-offs and synergy analysis. This is apparently leading to the reduction or losses of other ecosystem services [96] [97]. This study witnessed an improvement of MrE as in the past ES review study, MrE was barely considered [14] [83] [98] [99].

The ES trade-off analysis is a critical gap in analysis aspect as urbanization and urban growth trend showed that 90% of 2030 projected changes are expected to take place in the tropics, such as Africa [100] and also the world’s 20 fastest-growing urban regions are in Africa and in Asia [101]. The tropics are more vulnerable to urbanisation effects than others because not only of negative urbanisation effects but also it’s limited resources to cope and to address environmental degradation impacts resulted from ecosystem degradation [14] [102] [103].

In 2008, Lyytimäki et al. described negatives function and services from UE, for example, aesthetic issues, safety and security and health issues, economic issues, mobility issues. In 2010 ecosystem disservices got high attention through global mapping of ecosystem disservices as an unspoken reality that nature sometimes kills us [104]. Since then, some ecosystem framework has been designed which account services and disservices [105]. This correlates with the present study results as ecosystem disservices have gained attention with six articles while in all past review studies disservices seem to be side-lined. Shackleton et al. [106] argued that overlooking ecosystem disservices is problematic for following reasons: 1) they are real and environmental management systems should take them into account, 2) ignoring them will imply that the positive links between ecosystem services, biodiversity and human well-being will be constrained or suboptimal, 3) it will prevent recognition of actions that reduce ecosystem disservices to improve well-being and 4) only looking at ecosystem services and ways to increase them may fail to consider the potential simultaneous increase in
magnitude of disservices. Vaz et al. [107] suggested that accounting for disservices could help in pinpointing management alternatives that minimise them. Despite progress discussion of ecosystem disservices in developed countries such as Europe and North America, ED concept is not yet either integrated into academia in tropics as only six articles now prompted to clearly discuss disservices in whole tropics [61] [62] [63] [64].

5. The Caveat of This Review Paper

The present study might have left out some existing studies related to ecosystem services as our search only discovered the papers with the key word of ES&ED available only in paper title and keywords. In addition, papers published not in English or in French were not covered in this review paper and non-online papers were not covered as the possibility to access them was not possible for us.

6. Conclusions

Since the publication of Millennium Assessment in 2005 and other frameworks (such as TEEB, IPBES) developed later, ecosystem services have gained much attention and have been used to drive various policies. Regardless of the increment in publications, ecosystem services, and disservices are barely studied in central African region which host a larger proportion of African rainforest.

The environmental literacy level influences distribution of studies in tropic as most countries with the environmental movement of 1960s, and late 90s has a higher number of publications on ecosystem services such as South Africa, Kenya, and Mexico.

French-speaking countries have academic writing barrier as most journals publish articles in English and study revealed that most studies are conducted in the countries where English is one of national official language and English is an academic language of instruction. On the side of Asia and publication language barrier, most Asiatic countries have adopted English as the first foreigner language, which has fastened their publication in recent years.

Ecosystem services and disservices in the tropics are mostly focusing on policy analysis, profoundly discussing payment of ecosystem services than quantifying, mapping and valuation. This policy analysis aspect is not helping policy and decision makers as a critical aspect of ES&ED trade-offs and synergy analysis is left out in most undertaken studies.

Despite rampant urbanisation and urban growth in the tropics than the rest of the world, the urban ecosystem is the least concerned with a marine ecosystem which subjects this region to the massive ecosystem degradation from urban expansion.

Thus ES&ED studies with focus on urbanisation aspect are highly recommended as well as ecosystem service trade-offs analysis. English as language barriers in publication, the publisher would discuss this matter specifically in West Africa context to accommodate publications in French in which the authors are
purely French.
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